WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE WHEN YOU GROW UP?

The W&L Gender Development Lab is investigating how the toys that children use during imaginary play affect their future career aspirations - and we need your help!

WHO: Boys and girls (and a parent) ages four through six.

WHAT: Playing with our toys and answering some questions! Your child will be given a doll to play with, and then they’ll play some sorting games and answer questions about what they want to do in the future. Parents are welcome to watch!

WHEN: This summer! Email the lab (fulcherlab@gmail.com) to set up a time that works with your summer schedule. The study takes about an hour.

WHERE: The W&L Gender Development Lab, located in the Science Center. We can meet you in the parking lot by Lee Chapel to show you where to go.

WHY: You get $20 and a small prize- all for playing with some of our toys!